
QUESTIONNAIRE
BATHROOM / SHOWERS

_THE PROCESS OF SHOWERING
 
 -When do you go to take a shower? In the morning? In the evening? 
	 At	different	times?
 -How do you get to the bathroom/shower? Do you walk?
 -How long does it take to go to the shower? 
 -Are you alone when you are taking a shower or is anybody with you?
 -Is there a problem to get to the shower/washing room?

 -What do you take with you when you go to take a shower? 
 -Do you have anything to transport these things? Like a bag or 
 something? 
 -Is there anything you could need to have an easier transport? 
 
 -Are there other people who also want to take a shower? 
 -What kind of people are there around? 
 -Do you have to wait to get inside the shower? 
  If yes, how long do you have to wait?
 -What do you do when you wait? Like, if it is boring do you play a   
 game? Or talking with people around you?  
 -Is there anything that bother you in the area or when you are waiting?

 -What does the bathroom look like? Is there anything inside? How   
 big is the bathroom? 
 -Can you lock the bathroom? 
 
 -Where does the water come from?
 -How much water can you use? 
 -Can you always have access to water?
 -What happens with the water you used for showering/washing? 
  Where does the used water go?

 -How do you wash/shower? What do you use for washing? 
 -How do you get the water on your body? Like, do you need anything   
 like a cup or bucket to get the water on your body?  
 -Do you use soap? How does the soap look like? Do you get it there or  
 do you have to take it from home? Do you use a scrubber? 
 -Is there anything you could also need to wash or anything 
 which could make it easier or faster for you?



 
 -How long does it take to wash/shower? 

	 -When	you	are	finished	with	washing,	are	you	drying	yourself	after		 	
 that? How do you dry yourself? With a towel? 

 -Do you do something else than washing in the bathroom?
 Like brushing your teeth? Brush your hair? Or anything else?

	 -What	happens	when	you	are	finished	with	washing/in	the	bathroom?	
 -Where do you go after washing/showering? Do you go home or to   
 school? What do you do with the things you took for washing? Do   
 you have to bring them back? If yes, where do you have to bring them?
 
 -How often do you go to take a shower? 
 
 -Do you think of anything that could make the washing/showering   
 process a little easier? 


